Microinstabilities, along with large-scale perturbations, play an important role in fusion plasma. They are accompanied by plasma heating and diffusion and can also greatly enhance plasma transport across magnetic-field lines. Anomalous resistance is also being thought to be connected with microinstabilities. [1] . Microinstabilities also provide a mechanism for generation of fine scale plasma turbulence. Relative motion of electrons against ions is widespread cause of microinstability. Motion of electrons in bulk is nothing else as e-beam. Physics of its interaction with other plasma components is essentially based on concept of negative energy wave (NEW). This requires taking into account all other factors that also lead to NEW excitation. Among them dissipation plays an important role [2] , particularly in dense fusion plasma. Strong dissipation transforms instability to that of dissipative type [3] [4] [5] , which have been widely discussed in context of explanation various phenomena in fusion plasma.
Present investigation considers fully ionized plasma, supporting a strong current. Electrons are drifting against ions in bulk. If the streaming velocity is sufficiently low, then weakly growing ion-acoustic instability develops. However, if the relative drift speed far exceeds the electron thermal speed, the instability turns to be of Buneman type. This is low frequency and strongly growing instability in that its growth rate is of order of the frequency. In dense fusion plasma both become less than the frequency of electron-ion (e-i) collision. These conditions have not been considered yet. The instability becomes of dissipative type. Kinetic equation with Landau collision integral is solved in limit 
